Getting Around: Giving Directions

UCLA Campus
Getting to Know UCLA

- In partner, list a few of the following about UCLA:
  - Important buildings or landmarks
  - Nearby streets and main roads
  - Local neighborhoods and communities
Getting Around

• What are some common phrases for giving directions?

• What verb forms are often used?

• What are some directional words that are often used?

• What other information is helpful when giving directions?
Getting to know UCLA

• In a group, you will visit a UCLA campus location.

• At that location, get some information about:
  • the services offered, what you can do there, hours of operation, etc
  • Take a photo
  • Note directions to that location from our classroom building
Presentation

• Informal (no PPT necessary), in-class presentation on your UCLA campus location

• Be sure EVERYONE in your group speaks during the presentation

• Include the information from the previous page

• Photo(s) can be shown on your phone/tablet, or a printed photo